
Figure 1: Source to Tap

longitudinal log dam

Aim
The logs were used to
create 'log block dams',
which slow the flow of
water during storm
events. This causes
sediment to settle out
behind the dam.

Suitability
Larger logs are necessary
for wider unclassified
watercourses and require
the use of a tree
harvester or forwarder to
set the logs into the
watercourse. This means
the watercourse needs to
have solid access that is
suitable for large
machinery. 
 
Hand-built log dams can
be used for smaller
watercourses. However,
these are more likely to
be carried away in high
flow events and need a
wire barrier to keep them
in place.
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Source to Tap
Forestry Pilot 
How-To Guide: 
Log Dams

The INTERREG VA Source to Tap project
aims to develop sustainable, catchment-
scale solutions for the protection of rivers
and lakes, which are the main sources of our
shared drinking water. Forestry activity,
such as harvesting on peaty soils, 

increases the risk of soil
erosion. Small drains provide
rapid pathways for sediment-
laden water, which can lead
to fluctuations in colour and
turbidity at downstream
Water Treatment Works. The
Forests for Water pilot
tested measures (in addition
to existing forestry best
practice) to reduce sediment
runoff into the catchment.

Source to Tap created
longitudinal log dams using
waste logs from felled trees.
These were trialled at two
sites in unclassified streams
adjacent to harvested sites.

Figure 2: Installation of log dam

using harvester

Permissions should always be sought from
relevant agencies before working in larger
watercourses in case they are classified and
should not have dams placed within them.



Construction

Location – This measure should only
be implemented on a harvesting site
as the dam construction requires logs
and harvesting equipment. Natural
pinch points (where the watercourse
narrows) are a suitable choice of
location for log dams. 
Building them here will help prevent
logs from being washed away during
periods of high flow. Due to the shape
and size of logs, the location should
be on a straight section of the
watercourse.
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Construction of barrier for hand built
dams – Before logs can be set into
the watercourse, install one post on
each side of the bank. Sheep wire is
then fixed with staples to the
upstream side of the two posts. This
creates a barrier that prevents logs
from moving downstream.

Construction of Longitudinal Log Dam
using Harvester – In a large watercourse,
place the smallest diameter logs at the
bottom of the dam. Then place larger
logs on top to help sink and hold down
the lighter logs below.  

On reflection if we were repeating this
work we would suggest that the log
length should ideally be <1m and can be
cut to size with a chainsaw or use off cuts
from the harvesting processor.

General Considerations
It is important to inspect dams regularly
to ensure they have not washed
downstream and that no scouring is
taking place around the edges.

It is important to carefully remove the
dams, to prevent the release of sediment,
once they are no longer needed.

Construction of hand built log dam –
After construction of the barrier, set in
the logs upstream of it. 
Logs fitted by hand should be small
enough for two operators to carry
comfortably. This size of log can be
found among discarded brash.
Smaller logs are put in first with larger
logs on top. 
The height of the dam should be
lower than the top of the bank to
reduce the risk of scouring around the
edges of the dam.

Figure 3: Hand built log dam with

sheep wire barrier



Outcomes
Two hand built log dams were trialled in an unclassified
watercourse adjacent to a clear fell site. The measure
resulted in a 34% attenuation of suspended sediment.
One longitudinal log dam built using a harvester
was also trialled in a smaller unclassified watercourse
with lower flows. This resulted in 27% suspended
sediment attenuation.
 
Consideration should be given to trialling smaller dams
in series, rather than one dam using large logs, to
determine if this would increase the attenuation rate.
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The Source to Tap project
would like to thank Forest
Service (DAERA) and Coillte
for access to their land to
trial the measures. Without
their help this pilot project
would not have been
possible. 
We would also like to
acknowledge their help and
support, and that of Forest
Service (DAFM) in
progressing the pilots and
reviewing the final
documentation.

Forestry standards at the time the pilots were, in Northern Ireland,
the UK Forestry Standard 4th edition, and Forestry Commission
Practice Guide ‘Managing forestry operations to protect the water
environment', and in Ireland, the 2019 Standards for Felling &
Reforestation issued by Forest Service (DAFM).

 

Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in
this document do not necessarily
reflect those of the European
Commission or the Special EU
Programmes Body (SEUPB).

 


